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Synopsis
Preparing for the latest CCNA Security exam? Here are all the CCNA Security (210-260) commands you need in one condensed, portable resource. Filled with valuable, easy-to-access information, the CCNA Security Portable Command Guide, is portable enough for you to use whether you’re in the server room or the equipment closet. Completely updated to reflect the new CCNA Security 210-260 exam, this quick reference summarizes relevant Cisco IOS® Software commands, keywords, command arguments, and associated prompts, and offers tips and examples for applying these commands to real-world security challenges. Configuration examples, throughout, provide an even deeper understanding of how to use IOS to protect networks. Topics covered include Networking security fundamentals: concepts, policies, strategy Protecting network infrastructure: network foundations, security management planes/access; data planes (Catalyst switches and IPv6) Threat control/containment: protecting endpoints and content; configuring ACLs, zone-based firewalls, and Cisco IOS IPS Secure connectivity: VPNs, cryptology, asymmetric encryption, PKI, IPsec VPNs, and site-to-site VPN configuration ASA network security: ASA/ASDM concepts; configuring ASA basic settings, advanced settings, and VPNs Access all CCNA Security commands: use as a quick, offline resource for research and solutions Logical how-to topic groupings provide one-stop research Great for review before CCNA Security certification exams Compact size makes it easy to carry with you, wherever you go Create Your Own Journal section with blank, lined pages allows you to personalize the book for your needs What Do You Want to Do? chart inside the front cover helps you to quickly reference specific tasks
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The CCNA Security Portable Command Guide is a lightweight portable book by Bob Vachon that provides the immediate background information, Graphical User Interface Steps, and IOS commands to help solve specific tasks as outlined in the Implementing Cisco Network Security Certification Exam (210-260). The first four chapters offer focused material on fundamentals, concepts, strategies, and defenses. This can help to serve as a refresher and reinforce the examples and tasks later in the command guide. The later chapters help to both inform and demonstrate examples in small topologies. Like a recipe in a cookbook these examples provide the steps to create a working environment for each of the chapters. Which you can use to find out how to harden equipment, create Virtual Private networks, defending against attacks, creating Access Control lists(ipv4/ipv6), and securing the network with the Adaptive Security Appliance (ASA), and more. As an administrator or student, this command guide is an excellent reference to have around.

I found the command guide can be used in a few different ways, as a desk reference, cookbook, and review/refresher. Almost the first IOS example I found was something I had been kicking around in my head for a while, but didn’t know quite how to enact it. Stumbling along these small gems is incredibly helpful, and I’m always looking for more.

In the digital ePUB edition there are various links to aid in navigation without flipping through pages and skimming through the topics. The digital edition is indexed and can find a selection with a quick word search, or a flick through the contents and is very convenient. Though there are some factors that affect readability in the digital format.
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